Implementing an AGV System to Transport Finished Goods to the Warehouse
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ABSTRACT
This work describes a case study carried out in an automotive company. The main objective was to increase the productivity of the last workstation of an assembly line by implementing an AGV System to transport finished goods to the warehouse. A comprehensive analysis of Value Added and Non-Value Added activities were performed to understand the current state of the workstation. By using the Spaghetti Diagram, the worker's movements were mapped and quantified. To eliminate motion and material transport and therefore increase productivity, an AGV system was implemented. To design this particular system, it was necessary to determine the required number of AGVs and their capacity, picking and delivery locations and the flow path. Activities such as transporting the containers and moving around to pick up the same containers were eliminated, thus contributing to a better ergonomics and an increase in safety. The Cycle Time was also reduced and therefore productivity was increased.

1. Introduction

Due to the organizations’ desire to grow and scale up their business, the global marketplace has become highly competitive. This leads organizations to enter on a crusade of continuous improvement to guarantee sustained customer satisfaction and to level up competitiveness with other organizations [1].

Customers thinking is changing. They have become more demanding for cutting-edge products and services at a lower price and that can be delivered to them in the shortest period possible [2]–[4].

To satisfy the customer on these demands, a new management philosophy emerged - Lean Manufacturing, whose primary goal is the maximization of value for the customer by eliminating production wastes [5]. Nowadays, companies focus on reducing waste and Non-Value Added activities. One of the examples is the internal movement of materials. By improving this aspect, it is possible to improve the distribution and manufacturing flows efficiency [6]. One way of improving the internal material handling and reduce Non-Value Added activities is by implementing Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) Systems. An AGV is a driverless transport system that is used to move all types of materials in an automated way. With these systems, it is possible to fully automate material flows between several departments. The design of an AGV system involves many concerns. The main ones are guided-path design, estimation of a number of vehicles required, vehicle scheduling, idle-vehicle positioning, battery management, and vehicle routing and deadlock resolution [7].

This paper describes the work that was carried out in an automotive company that produces car components and assembles gearboxes. Its main goal was to improve the productivity of the last assembly line workstation, through the reduction of wastes by implementing an AGV system. To accomplish this objective several aspects were studied. First, the Value Added (VA) and Non-Value Added (NVA) activities were mapped and the wastes in the workstation were highlighted and quantified. To implement the AGV system it was necessary to determine: (i) the required number of AGVs and their capacity, (ii) picking and delivery locations, (iii) flow paths and (iv) speeds in different sections.
This paper is organized as follows: the current section makes a brief introduction to the project as well as to its objectives and methodology. The second section presents a literature review on Lean Manufacturing and Automated Guided Vehicle systems. In the third section, it is presented the case study and in the fourth and last section, it is described the main conclusions of the work.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Lean Manufacturing

It all started with the introduction of Toyota Production System (TPS) [8]. TPS target was to remove any kind of waste and inconsistency in the production system. Its foundations are Just-In-Time (JIT) and Jidoka [9]. JIT aims to produce only what is necessary and only when requested [10]. Jidoka is the ability to stop production the moment a defect is detected.

Lean manufacturing philosophy focuses on customer value maximization through the elimination of production wastes [11]. This philosophy has a set of tools for eliminating waste, optimizing workflow, reducing cost and improving quality [12]. Examples of these tools are one-piece flow, standardized work, inventory management, cellular manufacturing, poke yoke, workplace organization, synchronous manufacturing, kaizen and scrap reduction waste [13].

The lean concept applies to almost all industries [14]. Some industry examples are chemical, aerospace, electronics and services [15]–[17].

Muda is the Japanese word for waste. If an activity does not add value to a product is considered waste. By consuming time and resources, it makes the product more expensive [18]. In a manufacturing context, three types of operation are undertaken according to [19], namely, (i) Non-Value-Adding (NVA); (ii) Necessary but Non-Value Adding (NNVA); (iii) Value-Adding (VA). NVA activities are pure waste and they should be eliminated. NNVA operations are wasteful but they are necessary for the process itself. VA operations are related to the conversion or processing of an item in any stage of the process, adding value to the product.

2.2. Eight Wastes

The seven wastes in an industrial environment that were identified by [8] are inventory, defects, motion, over-processing, overproduction, transportation and waiting periods. Overproduction is considered the most serious waste because it triggers the other six types of waste. This leads to additional transportation, excessive handling, an increase in stock levels, more waiting time and so on. Recently an additional waste was identified by [20], which is people’s talent. For an efficient flow of goods or services, these wastes should be minimized.

2.3. Spaghetti Diagram

A spaghetti diagram is a visual tool that shows materials and people flow during a process, inside a factory, being these flows represented by lines. According to [21] it gives a full picture in the identification of the following problems:

- Backtracking – Material moving backward, in the opposite way of normal flow;
- Distance traveled – Distance traveled by materials and people in the plant;
- Procedure – understand if the sequence of operations is the most suitable one or the equipment placement is the right one.

The purpose of these diagrams is to find solutions on how to shorten the distances traveled by people and materials.

In a manufacturing environment, there are flows from different domains. The seven flows of lean manufacturing are the flow of raw material, the flow of work-in-progress, the flow of finished goods, the flow of machines, the flow of operators, the flow of engineering and the flow of information [22]. The mapping of the flows mentioned above allows us to understand how people and materials interact to add value to the product [23].

2.4. Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV)

AGVs are driverless vehicles that run on the plant floor which have the capacity of carrying loads. These are designed to perform their operations without direct human guidance and are used in a wide variety of industrial applications [24]. To achieve the benefit of integrated automation, they are interfaced with other automated systems [25]. AGV systems have been frequently used as material handling equipment in the manufacturing context [26] and it represents the most versatile means of moving materials automatically [25]. Firstly, AGVs provide automated loading, transportation, and unloading capabilities. Therefore, there are several applications where AGVs can be used, such as manufacturing plants, container terminals, material handling systems, warehouses and service industries [27]. They are being integrated in these systems because they provide a wide range of benefits in economic, environmental and social sustainability dimensions [28]–[30], including labor cost savings [31], increased productivity [32], enhanced safety [33], reduced emissions [34] and energy consumption [35].

AGVs are versatile enough to transport more than one load at the same time. A load refers to a number of items arranged in such a way (ordered or not) that they can be transported as a single object. A container or a pallet are some examples of a unit load [36]. By transporting multiple loads, the number of vehicles needed may reduce and throughput of a system may increase. Additional loads may be picked up while transporting a previously assigned load. The benefit of using multi-load vehicles includes a reduction in the number of vehicles’ empty trip time and total distance traveled [7].

An AGV system must be built to satisfy a specific need and suited to different situations. When designing an AGV system, several factors should be considered, such as, the available budget, the quantities to be moved, the goods to be handled, the distance travel and the type of production system that the AGV will serve [25]. According to [37], the following tactical and operational issues have to be addressed in designing an AGV system:

- Flow path layout – Flow path can be unidirectional and bidirectional. A flow is unidirectional when vehicles travel in only one direction. When vehicles travel in both directions the
flow is bidirectional. However, in a bidirectional flow, vehicles cannot travel in opposite directions at the same time.

- Traffic management: prediction and avoidance of collisions and deadlocks number and location of pick-up and delivery points - For safety and collision-free travel, sensors are attached to AGVs. Another method is splitting the shop floor into control zones. By doing this, only one vehicle at the same time is allowed to travel through the control zone. Consequently, at any given time, a zone is occupied by only one vehicle while others are waiting for that zone to be free.

The choice of the location of pick-up and delivery points is important. It influences the operational performance. The goal is to reduce the distance traveled and waiting times of loads avoiding bottlenecks at pick-up and delivery points. This factor is even more important when large AGV systems are displayed.

- Vehicle requirements – The number of vehicles heavily influences the performance of AGV systems [37]. To ensure that the system runs smoothly without any problems, enough vehicles should be available. However, due to economic, congestion and space availability reasons, the number of vehicles should not be overestimated.

- Vehicle dispatching – Dispatching rules should be used when selecting vehicles for transportation, by selecting the most favorable one for a good performance.

- Vehicle routing and scheduling – if an AGV is allocated to one task a route and schedule should be planned. A route indicates the path which should be taken by the AGV when making a pick-up or delivery. The related schedule gives arrival and departure times of the AGV at each segment, pick-up and delivery point, and intersection during the route to ensure collision-free routing.

- The positioning of idle vehicles – the location of idle vehicles should be defined so the waiting times of loads for transport are low. By assuring this, AGVs will respond quickly when they are requested.

- Battery management - batteries are used as a fueling system. Like any other battery, it needs to be charged or changed at a given time. The charging or changing time should not be forgotten because it impacts system performance (vehicles required, throughput, congestion, and costs).

- Failure management – when few AGVs are used, the probability of congestion will be low, and its occurrence will be unnoticed on the system performance. When there are a lot of AGVs being used, failures’ probability will be higher. These failures might cause congestion and deadlocks in the system.

3. Case Study

The company involved in this case study produces components for car motors and also gearboxes. More specifically, the project was at the gearbox assembly line. The main goal is to improve the productivity of the last assembly line workstation (workstation Y) by reducing NVA activities such as movements and transportation. With this in mind, an AGV system was implemented to transport empty containers from the warehouse and then full containers from the assembly line's last station to the warehouse.

3.1. Workstation Y

It is at workstation Y where the final details are applied to the product. Once this is accomplished, the finished products are scanned and stored in a container in batches of eight or twelve (Operation 1). These are the sizes of the available containers. Then they are transported by an assembly line worker to the production leaving the area (Operation 2). Even though the containers have wheels, the weight of a full container ranges between 420kg to 600kg and the worker has to move them between 50 to 75 times during a shift. After this, the worker is responsible for putting an empty container in his workstation (Operation 3 and 4). This operation flow can be seen in Figure 1, as well as the Spaghetti Diagram reflecting the worker's movements.

![Figure 1: Workstation Y before AGV implementation with the corresponding Spaghetti Diagram.](image)

Then a logistic operator comes, hitch all the available containers and transport them to the warehouse. There he unhitches the containers and put them into shelves with a fork lifter.

Each activity performed by the worker was defined as VA or an NVA activity, as proposed by [38]. Figure 2 depicts an analysis of VA and NVA of the production activity in the analysis. Most of the NVA is the result of excessive motion and containers transport by the assembly line worker. These activities must be reduced because they do not add value.

![Figure 2: VA and NVA analysis before AGV implementation.](image)

Looking at the ergonomics dimension this workstation is also critical because of the repeated movement of heavyweights executed by the worker. This can lead to health issues and the probability of occurring an accident is bigger. After identifying the wastes, they were quantified as shown in Table 1. Traveled
distance and time spent moving the empty and full containers for a single round trip were measured.

Table 1: Movement Analysis for a round trip of the worker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Container size = 8</th>
<th>Container size = 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance (meters)</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time (seconds)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides all the waste identified, the gap between cycle time and desired Takt Time was too close. The Takt Time was 45.50 seconds and the workstation cycle time was 45.51 seconds. The time spent on moving the containers is included in the cycle time because it is part of the standard operating procedure even though it is only happening after 8 or 12 products. By reducing the wastes identified, the cycle time may be improved.

3.2. Automated Guided Vehicle System

The first step is to find what suitable type of AGV is required. In this particular case, the most suitable type is a towing vehicle because the unit of transport is a container and probably there is a need to move more than one container at a time. The AGV will be used as a top speed of 40 meters/minute and has the capacity to carry a 3000 kg load. It is fitted with a 12-hour autonomy battery. For the guidance system, the AGV has a RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) reader that will scan RFID tags attached to the floor. These tags give indication such as increase/decrease speed, order to stop/move, increase/decrease safety sensor and to activate and deactivate AGV traffic lights for traffic management.

The second step is to define where the pick-up and delivery station are located. These two stations should be close to one another. The pick-up station is the last assembly line workstation that was presented above. The delivery station is a specific spot at the warehouse adapted to receive AGVs. Thirdly, it is important to design an efficient flow path to minimize vehicle travel times and traveled distance. A flow path was designed with the production and logistics team. These two factors can heavily influence the number of AGVs required. After the location of the pick-up and delivery stations and the flow-path are determined, it is time to find the number of AGVs necessary for the proper functioning of this system.

According to [25], the total number of vehicles in simple systems can be estimated by the number of round-trips that each vehicle can make per hour and the total number of round-trips that must be made by the system. In this model effects of acceleration and deceleration are ignored. Data such as average speed, distance traveled and load and unload times are necessary. Therefore, the time required to complete one complete lap is given by (1):

$$T^0 = \frac{\bar{d}}{v} + t + \frac{\bar{d}'}{v} \quad (1)$$

Where, $\bar{d}$ = loaded distance travelled, $v$ = average speed, $t$ = loading and unloading time, $\bar{d}'$ = unloaded distance travelled.

To calculate the number of round-trips (one complete lap) that can be executed by one AGV, it is assumed that $T^0$ is given in minutes and the traffic factor is expressed as a decimal fraction. Typical values of traffic factor for an AGV system range between 0.85 and 1.0 [39]. Instead of calculating the round-trips necessary per hour, the formula was adapted to calculate the required number of round-trips during a shift. This was important for the management because it was easier to understand the system requirements and what could be done to improve it.

$$R^0 = \frac{TD + f}{T^0} \quad (2)$$

Where $TD$ = available time and $f$ = traffic factor.

This is a simple system with only one guided path and there are no rules for routing yet. So the number of required AGVs is given by (3):

$$N = \frac{U^0}{R^0} \quad (3)$$

Where $U^0$ = number of round-trips required.

To test all the possible scenarios, an Excel sheet was created where it is possible to input data such as average speed, distances traveled, production level, AGV capacity, shift length, load and unload times. Note that the loading and unloading times were estimated according to the present process. There is an example of this sheet in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Excel Sheet to calculate AGVs number.

Table 2: Number of AGVs required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Container Size = 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Containers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time per round-trip (minutes)</td>
<td>19.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible Round-trips</td>
<td>21.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round-trips required</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of AGVs</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The number of round-trips required is related to the assembly line productivity and the AGV capacity. In Table 2, it is possible to see the calculations’ results based on Figure’s 3 calculation sheet. If the number of AGVs is too small, the assembly line may stop due to the lack of containers but if the number of AGVs is too big, it may overload the system and it will be a large investment without necessity.

The AGV capacity must not exceed three containers due to the factory layout. If the number of containers is higher than three, in some corners, there is a chance of clashing with each other and therefore product quality may be affected. In addition, it is even possible that they cross-areas reserved for people’s movements, increasing the chance of an accident. According to Table 2, and considering arguments above, the optimal number of AGVs for this system is two.

Even though two AGVs are enough for this system, some prevention actions were made. For example, if a round trip takes more time than expected for some reason, the AGV may not arrive in time at the Workstation Y. Then the worker from this station does not have a container to store the gearbox and therefore the assembly line may stop. To prevent this situation, an extra container was placed near this workstation. If an AGV does not arrive in time, the worker can store the gearbox in this container and when the AGV arrives, he can replace the containers.

4. Results

To validate the model and confirm that the estimation of the number of AGVs was correct, some data were collected to compare the estimated values and the real values. After the AGV implementation, round trip and unloading time were measured. These are the real values and the same formula was used. The main purpose was to validate this method.

The data collected was slightly different from what was estimated. Despite these differences, the calculations with new data reveal that the number of AGVs required is still the same (Table 3). This confirms that the formula used is suitable for this kind of system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wastes identified at Workstation Y</th>
<th>Container Size = 8</th>
<th>Container Size = 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containers manipulations</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loads transported (tonnes)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance traveled (kilometers)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent moving (minutes)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the AGV implementation, several improvements have been recorded. The main goal was to reduce the Non-Value activities such as motion and materials’ transports from workstation Y to the warehouse.

The improvements depend on the type of container used at the moment. If the container size is 8, the worker has to move more containers, therefore, increasing the distance traveled. All the container manipulations were eliminated. Now the worker of the workstation Y never leaves its station. He only focuses on finishing the product and put it in the container. Only body rotation is needed, as can be seen in the Spaghetti Diagram in Figure 4. Therefore, he no longer has to transport the heavy containers, improving this station from an ergonomics dimension and his well-being. Many efforts to do his job were eliminated. The results of the AGV implementation for a shift are summarized in Table 4.

Figure 4: Workstation Y after AGV implementation with the corresponding Spaghetti Diagram.

All of the improvements contributed to Non-Value added activities reduction, something that Lean Manufacturing aims for. As mentioned above all the distance traveled transporting the containers by the worker was eliminated. Therefore, the percentage of Non-Value added activities declined. The remaining Non-Value added activities are validation and control activities that are essential for the process as shown in Figure 5.

Table 4: Data before and after the AGV implementation for a shift.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wastes identified at Workstation Y</th>
<th>Container Size = 8</th>
<th>Container Size = 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before</td>
<td>After</td>
<td>Before</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Containers manipulations</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loads transported (tonnes)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance traveled (kilometers)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time spent moving (minutes)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: VA and NVA analysis after AGV implementation.
The time that was spent moving the containers as part of the cycle time. By eliminating this, the cycle time was improved and all the variability associated with the container transport. The cycle time is now 39.57 seconds. This represents an improvement of 13%. This workstation is now under the Takt time desired and therefore is able to produce the quantities desired in the available time.

It was also possible to eliminate a logistics worker and a convenient means of transport (logistic train) from the production area. This worker now is located at the unloading area and is responsible for placing the full containers on the shelves from the two assembly lines existing in the factory. Activities such as hitching and unhitching the containers do not exist anymore because they are attached to the AGV. The workplace is now more organized because there is no need for an excessive number of containers laying around.

5. Conclusions

The company wants to automate materials flows inside the factory to achieve a flexible system and to eliminate waste in operations that involve transporting material from one point to another. Its ultimate goal is to remove all the fork lifters and others mean of transport that requires humans, in the production area, increasing not only flexibility but also safety.

Number of AGVs required, the proper AGV speed, active and inactive AGV positioning, AGV capacity, load and unload locations, and tasks linked to electronic tags to giver orders to the AGVs, had to be determined. All these features needed to be determined so that the assembly line never stopped.

With the implementation of the AGV system, it was possible to eliminate the transport of heavy loads by the operator and the excess of containers at the workstation, thus contributing to better ergonomics, an increase of safety and greater productivity. The worker has stopped manipulating containers between 100 and 150 times during a shift. In a full shift, this represents: (i) between 36 and 39 tons of material is not transported anymore by the worker, (ii) by not transporting this material, the worker stops walking between 1.75 and 2.6 kilometers and (iii) the time-traveling was reduced in 50 minutes. Being an automatic system and with security features incorporated, the probability of happening any accident between people and vehicles also was reduced and consequently safety improved. The risk of having damaged pieces during transport was also minimized. Having these systems means having the right product, at the right quantity, at the right time, and the right location, reducing stock at the assembly line. This led to a full synchronization between logistics and production regarding gearboxes.

In the short term, it may be an expensive system, but when integrated with other applications it may be worthwhile because then it is possible to have a fully flexible system that can be changed easily saving money and time.

For a future project and to integrate all processes between production and logistics, an AGV system at unloading finished product at the warehouse should be designed, using AGV Fork lifters. In the way, it would be possible a full integration from the beginning of production until the storage at the warehouse. Another topic that should be addressed is how to maintain the RFID in good shape (like preventive maintenance), to minimize AGV stops, due to non-reading or incorrect reading from its RFID reader. In addition, a simulation study is being developed to analyze the operational performance of the entire system to improve it continuously. This study incorporates AGV failures to test some scenarios regarding the system’s robustness.
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